Wednesday 4th March 2015

Apps for BYOD

Dear Parents/Guardians,

Thank you for your support of BYOD this year. As we begin using our devices in the classroom there are some Apps that would be beneficial for students to have downloaded onto their devices for use during the year. It would be greatly appreciated if the following Apps were able to be downloaded onto your child’s device at your earliest convenience.

Attached is a list of the selected App’s. We have provided a short description of what each one is for the ease of finding Android/Windows equivalents. At this stage all of the Apps listed are free and there should be no paid ones.

The Microsoft Word, Powerpoint & OneNote Apps do not require students to register for an ID as their DET Portal email is now compatible with Microsoft Office 365.

We look forward to another exciting year using devices in the classroom.

Thank you

Mrs Shipley, Ms Rylewski, Stage 3 and Year 4 Teachers 😊
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**Popplet Lite**

**Description**

Popplet is the simple tool to keep and organize your ideas. With Popplet you can quickly jot down your ideas and then visualize them.

- Apple features it as an "App of the Week".
- "Popplet is a winner! Get it."

**Tunes U**

**Lesson Plan**

- Apple iTunes U allows you to create a lesson plan.
- "Teachers can use iTunes U to create and share lesson plans."
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ScreenChomp
Tangent Corporation

Description

Start creating videos. Bring life to your story. Share videos, make videos, and share your ideas and photos in an easy way!

Stop Motion Studio
Cateater, LLC

Description

Want to create amazing animations and videos with ease. Stop motion animation is just a few clicks away! Create unique videos using your smartphone’s camera or upload videos from your computer.

Storyboards
Whiteboard Inc.

Description

This versatile app has options with Gantt, Gantt chart, and more. It is a powerful tool for visualizing your ideas and for those who cannot draw.

Pages
Apple

Description

Pages is now a powerful tool for creating beautiful presentations, books, and more. It’s easy to use and offers advanced features like interactive elements, animations, and more.

5d
Framer 5D, LLC

Description

5d is a user-friendly and interactive app that helps you create beautiful designs and 3D models quickly and easily.

10 Minutes a Day Times Tables
Daring Kindersley

Description

Place against the clock as you practice your times tables. The faster you go, the better your results will be. Try different strategies and improve your speed and accuracy.
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**FaceTalker**

- Get
- Download
- Reviews
- Limitied

New take on video chat that lets you make video and voice calls, share photos and videos, and more. FaceTalker is a mobile app that lets you make video and voice calls, share photos and videos, and more. It is available for iOS and Android devices.

**Compass**

- Description
- What's New
- Keynote
- Geoboard, by The Math Learning Center...

**Description**

This app is a compass that is easy to use with a large display showing the direction.

**What's New**

11 Oct 2013
- Accuracy Improvement
- True-Magnifying Support
- Free Upgrade

**Keynote**

- Apple
- **FREE**
- Install
- PM

Keynote is the most powerful presentation app we've ever created. Now you can create, edit, and present presentations on the go. Keynote is available for iOS and Mac.

**Geoboard, by The Math Learning Center...**

- Get
- Details
- Related

Geoboard is an application for creating geometric shapes and patterns. It is available for iOS and Android devices.

- Features
- iOS
- Android
- Windows

- Geoboard is an application for creating geometric shapes and patterns. It is available for iOS and Android devices.

- Features
- iOS
- Android
- Windows

- Geoboard is an application for creating geometric shapes and patterns. It is available for iOS and Android devices.
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Pic Collage - Photo, video, text and GIF editor with image filters and tem....

Numbers
Cardinal Blue

Google Drive - free online storage from Google

Atlas for iPad Free

Description
- **Free BACKUP**
- View Word, Excel, PowerPoint and more documents on your iPad.

FEATURES
- Large full color Word, Excel, PowerPoint, PDFs, and images.
- Access your documents even more securely and efficiently.
- Safe and quick sharing, even on slow networks and networks.
- Including information about new and updated documents.
- English and Spanish support.
- Quick maintenance of your iPad.
- Update to the latest full version.
- All the apps and information can be viewed on the App's HD Interface.

Chinese Match; Key Words HD Lite

Perfect for CHINESE (and other language) learners.

More than 100000 words, phrases, and sentences to help you learn over 30000 words. Find thousands of words to help you learn over 30000 words.

Information
- We have compiled CHINESE and PHRASES' PHRASES, and more than 30000 words are taught. This is a great tool for language learning.

National Geographic Explorer for Schools

Get started with National Geographic: 5 free galleries, and add more to your library. Get started with National Geographic: 5 free galleries, and add more to your library.

What's New
- A Tab 2019
- Addresses the offline viewing issue and is compatible with both iOS and Android.

Information
- Supported by
- Language support: English, Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Spanish, French, Italian, German, Portuguese, Russian, Arabic, Thai, Vietnamese, Hindi, Telugu, Marathi, Tamil, Bengali, Gujarati, Malayalam, Kannada, Tamil, and Telugu.
- Supports all major browsers including Chrome, Firefox, Safari, and Microsoft Edge.

Chinese Match; Key Words HD Lite

Cambridge English Online Ltd.

Get started with Chinese Match; Key Words HD Lite to learn over 30000 words. Find thousands of Chinese Match; Key Words HD Lite to learn over 30000 words.

Perfect for CHINESE (and other language) learners.